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ZOSH.3 March 18, 1969
PROPOSAL OF· TESTS FOR THE LATERAL BRACING. REQUI~MEN'l'S
OF PLASTICALLY DESIGNED BEAMS*_.. .
INTRODUCTION
One of the basic assumptions made in designing a
st~cture for ulti.mate strength by plastic. design methods is
that a "plastic hinge" can be, formed. That is, the section
must be capa.ble of undergoing sufficiently large rotations
within ,a limited region~ so that moments may be redistributed
to develop the full strength of the structure.
To achieve these large rotations, provisions must
be made to prevent the member from prematurely failing by
lateral buckling or local buckling. The local buckling
problem has been adequately investigated, and rules for the
prevention of local buckling hav~been r~commeqd~d.(1) The
problem of lateral buckling is at present not yet completely
--~--.~---'----~.-------~~~---~~--,--~--~-------------~~_._-------~~
* This prpposal' supercedes' proposal '20SH.l, "Lateral Bracing,
Requ~rements" (June 30, 1'955) •. The' tests proposed 'in'
, 20SH.l 'weren~t performed b-ecauseit was felt that theo~
retlcal develo.pments had no~ progressed sufficiently far
for a test progr.;uD. '
(1') WRC",:ASCE" CONME~"TARY ON PlASTIC DESIGN IN STEEL~ Art ..6 .. 1
, "Loc'll,Buckling", A,SCE; proc'eedin.gs J) EM4, October 1959 .. '
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solved, and it is the purpose of this proposed test=program to
investigate hitherto unexplored phases of the·problem and
to find out whether current design recommendations can be
improved.
An investigation of the lateral buckling behavior
~ of beams can be grouped into the following three closely
interrelated categories~
(1)
(2)
(3)
The determination of the critical combination
of loading and unbraced length "which will cause
the inception of buckling. --
The determination o~ the ultimate strength
(that is, the post-buckling strength) of beams
failing. by lateral buckling.
The determination of the required strength and
stiffness of lateral bracing.
Current research on inelastic lateral bu.ckling has
been largely confined to the first of these categories, because
this is the case where it is possible to obtain mathematically
. . . .
tractable solutions. (2) Because of the ,nature of the solution,
only the critical length corresponding to a given maximum
.1oading (in the cas~ of I>lasticdesign, ~ at one or both ends
----~-~-~~----~----~--------_.~----------------------,--------,-~
(2) For a discussion of this ·work see "Literature Survey on
Lateral Instability and Lateral Bracing Requirements" by
G.G. Lee, Fritz Laboratory Report No. 205Ho2, QGtober 1959.
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of the beam segment under investigation) can be obtained
. , . .
from ,this analysis. One such solution(3) was developed by.
assuming that·. portions of the beam are either fully strain-
hardened or fully elastic at the inception of buckling.
. '
Based on this analysis, design .rules were developed (4) (5)
for the required spacing of bracing in plastically designed
beams.
Compl~ted work on the post buckling behavior of
beams and on the requirements for adequate bracing is
currently not available because of the extremely complicated
nature of the problem. Theoretical solutions at Lehigh
University were only possible after making major simplifi-
cations even for the simplest loading cases, and it is felt
that further theoretical inves.tigations may yield a solution
which resembles only remotely the situation in actual struc-
tures o After investigating all, possible theoretical
approaches, it was decided that a solution to the problem in
question (that is, the development of design rules for
(3) "The Late.ral Torsional Buckling of Yielded Structural
Steel Beams!! by M. W. Wl1.ite.
(4) ,AISC llplastic Design Manual", 1959.
(5) WRC-ASCE
Art. 6.3
"Commentary on Plastic D~s,ign in Steel"
f'Lateral Buckling" EM4, October 1959.
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1.atera1 bracing requirements) can best be achieved by
-4
experimental means. The proposed test program represents
the initiation of this work.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED TESTS
The objectives of the proposed tests are to determine:
(1) the post-buckling strength and rotation
capacity of beams,
(Z) the influence of the restraint due to the
a,djacent·, span on the behavior' of the beam
after initiation of lateral buckling,
(3) the required rigidity.and strength of
various types of bracing arrangements,
(4) the relationship between the lateral dis-
placement, the twisting and the applied
moments at, and after buckling (this infor~
mation may be helpful for an analytical
soluti.on to the problem).
The main variables are the following:
(1) Beam size.
(Z) Unpraced length.
(3) Loading condition.
(4) Stiffness of purlin.
,
(5 ) Type of purlino
(6 ) Method of purlin attachment.
(7) Length of adjacent span.
(8) Number of critical braced spans.
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The variables which wi.ll be i.nvestigated in the
first test series are the unbraced length, and the size
(and stiffness) of purlin; the other above listed variables
will remain constant. After an evaluation of the results
of these tests, further tests will be proposed to investi-
gate the influence of the other variables.
PROPOSAL
It is proposed to test two series Qf beams to
destruction. Each beam is subdivided into three equal
spans (Fig. 1), of which the center span is subjected to
uniform moment.
critical span.
In each case, the center span is the
-
The material for-each beam will be a lOWF25
as~rolled, wide-flange section of ASTM-A7 steel, obtained
from the same ingot and the same rolling, and subjected to
identical cooling and straightening. This pa.rticulCir sectioI1
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has been chosen because it is a 'narrow beam of relatively
low lateral=torsional re.sistance (KT = 465 x 10-6 , (6)
Ad2
and ri( Iry = 3.25) and yet its local buckling resistance,
as characterized by the bit ratio (bIt = 13.4) is adequate.
The proposed two series of tests ar~ as follows:
I. Simply Supported Beam Tests
This test series is comprised of 5 tests (LB-9,
LB-lO, LB-ll, LB-12 and LB-13, as shown in Table 1). It is
desired to leave everything identical for these tests,
with the exception of the length. The length will be
varied from 30ry to 45ry , as shovffi in Table 1. One of the
test beams has an open length; its length will be deter-
mined after the completion of the first four tests. The
purpose of these tests is:
(a)
(b)
to determine the influence of the unsupported
length on the post-buckling strength of the
beams,
to determine the influence of the lateral
restraint by the adjacent spans on the post-
buckling behavior of the' critical span,
. .
--------------------------~--------~-------~--~------~ -----
(6) "Inelastic Lateral Torsional Buckling of Eccentrically
Loaded WF Golumns ll by T ~V. GaLambos.
20SH.3,
(c)
(d)
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to evaluate the lateral reaction forces at
the supports (2) and (3) if 'possible (this
information may be used for the guidance of
the design of the'purlins of the'subsequent
tests), .
to obtain moment versus lateral deflection
and twist curves under carefully controlled
end i:ond:i-tions '(this in,formation is to be
used in a theoretical .determination of the
post~buckling strength of simply supported
beams ).
The test set-up is shown in Fig. 2, and the details
",
of the supports at (1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 3. The
load will be applied downward through jacks at the ends of
the beam (points (1) and (4) ) 0 The interior supports
(representing the ends of the ~est segment of the beam)
consist of the following (see Figs o 2 and 3)~ the beams are
hung from a support beam by means of wire cables; the details
, ,
of the connection permit free lateral rotation at the joints.
Lateral defl~ction and twist is prevented by a set of braces
which permit transverse deflection but not lateral deflection
or. twist. Load cells.for measuring ,the lateral force during
buckling will be incorporated if practicable. The test beam
is guided between knife edges which will pe:t;mit lateral
rotation. The top view of the deformed beam (Fig. 1) at the
start of buckling shows that the inflectioQ points will be
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a.t the support-points; thus the end conditions are ex~ctly
known, and the test-results may be checked with known'
theories.
2. Tests w~thPurlins
For the remaining six tests the lateral supports
of the previous tests are replaced by purlins at ~2) and (3).
(see Fig. 4). The variables are the size and length of the
purlins. It is planned to start with relatively light
purlins, and to increase the size of the purlins (keeping
their length constant) until a sufficient stiffness is found,
such that the beam is able to deliver the required plastic
rotation at full moment capacity. (Possibly two or three
tests are necessary.)
As a second variation in this series, the length
of purlin, is to be changed within a range usually recom-
mended ill. elastic deS~gnp~actices.(7) (Purlin depth = :4 IV :0
of thei.~' span.) Three or possiply four tests are felt to
be sufficient.
" -
---------~-----------------'--------------------------~------
(7) See, :Ecr example, "Structural Design in Metals" by
Williams and Harris, p. 285, The Ronald Press Co.,
New York., (1949).
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The proposed tests are summarized in Table 1.
It is planned to use I-sections for all purlinso The test
set-up for this.series of tests is shown in Fig. 4(a).
The only differences-between this and the previous test
series are the following:
(a)
(b)
the. span length will be kept constant (at the
optimum critical length determined by the
first tests),
the knife edge set at the two interior
supports will be replaced by actual purlins
bolted to the compress{on flange of the beam.
Details for the set-up are given in Fig. 4 (b).
Supplementary experimental work includes coupon
tests and residual stress measurements.
possible future test-programs are outlined in
Table Z. These test- schemes -are subject to modifications
after the completion of the presently proposed experiments.
205H.3
DATA
The following data will be taken during the tests:
a. Loads.
b. Transverse deflections along the'length of
the beam in the plane of web. .
c. Rotation~ at the ends.
d. Lateral deflections along the length of the
beam, and twisting at center section.
e. Reaction forces at supports.
f.' Yielding process of the specimen.
INSTRUMENTATION
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The following instrumentation is to be used for taking the
above mentioned data:
a. Amsler indicator (load ,will be applied through
a pair of hydraulic jacks).
b. Dial gages along the length of the beam.
c. Dial gages near the ends.
d. Transit and scales.
e. Load cells and SR-4 strain indicator.
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TABLE. l'
p p p p
t t t t
(1) (2) (3) (4)
~L-+-L--+--L~
I Series Test No. L Support Condition Variables ·~l! at (2) and' (3)~ \
.J. ioo ~'W+-T'C_O .... ..,. . .. I~\.n"Y oJ ....... J:' ....J - 'rr: 1..I::UV'iB-10 \.035ry " " f
Critical \.0 II vtB-11 f1 40ry " " Span Ii
Length \.0 ,
\/LB-12 ;45ry " " i
\·0 ILB'-13 Open " " I\!
/' , (~,~" LB-14 irle* Pur1ins, ttached 4- '1 \.0
to compression
')" 1·0LB-15 *** 'f1ange ;'k':drlr !
2" 1.0 :/' Furlin
LB-16 ~~** " and
:
Si~e
2** 3" purl in ~cJ ~~ StJ1LB-17 ~'(;~'r"~ " " ' Length I/ , I,
I
LB-18
*** "
i
(
LB-19 *** " I I~I
* Jbint is free to rotate transverse1y'and laterally;
joint is fixed against lateral movement and twisting;
joint is fixed against wa~ping.
** The nHmber of tests in series 2 may alter slightly
depending upon the results obtained in the prece~ding
tests.
*** Optimum length as determined by previous tests .•
**:.,'(* Size, shape and length of pux'lirts to be determined
after tests, Lf,.·'j th:r'.:.nigh r.B~13 are completed.
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TA8LE 2
Outline of Possible FUture Experiments
on the Lateral Buckling of'J3eams
if
~ phase De'script~on
I Present proposal I
II 1. Repeat phase I with moment gradient. }" 1 .. 0C· Repeat portion of phase I with, . )different purlin shapes. ((,e. c~ '::3. Repeat portions of phase I with ~ J
different means of attaching the ~~~'~
-ptirlin to the beams. "
J
~
~
of two parallel beams connected~ III Testsg
by purlins subjected to constant moment
arid to moment gradient.
IV Tests of continuous beam~ supported by
purlins; the ends of the beam to be
welded to plastically designed corner
. connections (as proposed ,:Ln 20SH.1).
V Test of a, full sized frame designed
" I' , ,
according to the most up-to-date
plastic design methods~
20SH.3
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